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The Phoenix lander is landing on Mars with Canada's weather station! We are going 

to learn all about the Martian climate – its seasons, sandstorms and clouds.

Explore this colouring book to learn about Mars, the Phoenix lander and the 
weather on the Red planet!

Mars is the fourth planet from the 
Sun.  It’s half the size of Earth and 
takes nearly twice the time to orbit 
the Sun.  
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Like Earth, Mars has seasons, but on 
Mars each season lasts 6 months. 
That means that you’d have 6 months 
of summer, but also 6 months of 
winter! 

The robotic rovers exploring Mars 
today are like geologists on Earth.  
They study rocks – how, where and 
when they formed.  We’ve learned that 
long ago Mars had lots of water in 
rivers, lakes and maybe even oceans – 
just like Earth!  Today, Mars is very dry 
and cold.  Where did all the water go?  
There are many mysteries to solve on 
the Red planet! 
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All creatures on Earth need a habitat.  
A habitat is a place where people, 
plants and animals have shelter, food 
and water.  Polar bear habitats in the 
Arctic have ice and fish.  Squirrel 
habitats in the forest have trees and 
nuts and berries.  Will Mars become a 
human habitat someday?

One day humans will visit Mars. The 
Martian explorers will need a lot of 
water to survive, more than they can 
transport from Earth in their space-
craft.  We need to find water on Mars 
to keep our explorers healthy.  Where 
should we look?
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Scientists have found evidence that 
Mars has polar ice caps like the North 
and South Poles on Earth. This means 
that there is ice on the surface of 
Mars. What if we dig below the 
surface? Could the Martian poles have 
liquid or vapour water hidden under-
ground?

Phoenix, a Mars lander, traveled to the 
Red planet inside a huge rocket for 10 
months. After entering the Martian 
atmosphere, Phoenix was released 
from the rocket and used a parachute 
and rocket boosters to gently land on 
the rusty red soil.  
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Searching for water under the surface, 
Phoenix uses a robotic arm to dig 50 
centimetres into the soil and scoop 
out dirt and ice.  Phoenix heats the 
mixture in a tiny oven inside its belly to 
help scientists understand what the 
Martian soil and ice is made of and 
whether it could have, at one time, 
supported life!

Before we send humans to Mars, we’ll 
need to understand the Martian 
weather.   A part of Phoenix will act like 
a meteorologist, someone who studies 
atmosphere and weather. The Canadian 
Meteorological Station, or MET for 
short, is the weather station on 
Phoenix that studies the temperature, 
pressure and wind speed on Mars.
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Mars has a lot of clouds in its sky. 
Scientists don’t yet know what these 
clouds are made of. 

The Canadian weather station on 
Phoenix shines a bright laser, called a 
lidar, up into the Martian atmosphere. 
The energy particles from the laser will 
mix with the clouds in the atmosphere 
giving scientists a be!er understand-
ing of the chemicals that make up 
Martian clouds. Do you know how 
clouds on Earth are formed?
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The Phoenix Lander is a geologist, a 
meteorologist and it's a wonderful 
detective! The clues that it unearths 
about Mars will add to the great deal 
of information we need to know to 
prepare for human exploration of the 
Red planet. Will you be the first 
Canadian astronaut to explore Mars?


